Panasonic recommends Windows 11 Pro for business.

RAILWAY INDUSTRY
The railway industry is facing significant challenges by employing staff working in outdoor conditions and being mobile at the same time.
Thanks to world-class connectivity, performance, portability and unrivalled durability, professionals in the rail sector are now able to
achieve far more in the field and on the train than ever before.
Paperwork is being rendered unnecessary. Weather conditions such as rain, snow or sunshine don't cause unnecessary downtime. The
need for multiple devices is no longer relevant and network disruption is being drastically reduced. This enables the use of Toughbook and
Toughpad as Electronic Rail Bag (ERB) and Maintenance, Repair and Operations (MRO) applications.
Also, today's passengers have higher expectations of the level and speed of service they receive from train assistants and need to be
offered mobile payment options for the ticket purchase to increase customer satisfaction and the passenger retention rate in the longterm.

APPLICATIONS IN THE RAILWAY INDUSTRY
Electronic Rail Bag
Implementing Toughbook and Toughbpad
helps to reduce the paper-based
documentation while improving efficiency
and performance at the same time.
Rugged features ensure access to data
and applications in the harshest
environments, such as the railway control
seat (ERB).

On-board services
The cabin crew benefit from using a
mobile and robust tablet during the
journey to optimise their in-journey
services and sales processes. New
ticketing and payment solutions are in
place with secured transaction through 3G
according to new regulations.

Railway MRO (Maintenance, Repair,
Operations)
Often mobile workshops are being used to
carry out railway maintenance with builtin robust notebooks enabling technicians
to order spare parts in real-time and
reduce the time to resolve issues and have
the train in the depot.

Depot Actitvity
The necessary processes such as
scheduling, diagnostics and data
processing can be carried out in the depot,
along with train maintenance, thanks to
access to digital engineering manuals,
inventory information and connectivity to
onboard systems.
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HOW TOUGHBOOK AND TOUGHPAD MEET THE CHALLENGES
OF THE RAILWAY INDUSTRY
Panasonic equips railway staff with shock-proof, weather-proof devices with highvisibility displays suited for the usage in any railway environment.
The use of Toughbook and Toughpad devices give railway staff access to real-time
information enabling them to anticipate possible incidents, improve the
management of available resources and reduce the time required for completing
daily tasks.
Toughpad tablets are suitable for a variety of railway operation services such as
maintenance of trains, tracks and catenary poles, inspection of ground equipment
to baggage and passenger transport.
Thanks to the world-class connectivity and durability of Toughbook, maintenance
crews are now able to access train logs or alternative route instructions when
needed - in extraordinary circumstances such as accidents or changes in route
navigation.

The future-proof Toughpad TICKETING solution enables train assistants to have
access to real-time information resulting in high-quality service to passengers
which finally leads to an increased staff and passenger satisfaction.
Even our smallest Toughpad tablets with a display size of 7'' and 10'' are up to
IP65 compliant for dust and moisture resistance and have wide temperature
thresholds, so can be used in high or low temperatures and in conjunction with a
mounting system in the train.
Thanks to specific Toughook and Toughpad railway solutions data can be accessed
at any time even while the train is running and vibrations occur constantly.
Toughpad tablets can also withstand falls from up to 180cm and are therefore
perfectly suited to coordinate all services in and outside the train and railway
tracks.

CERTIFICATIONS IN THE RAIL INDUSTRY
Punctuality and Sustainability: GSM-R connectivity, long product lifecycle
Selected Toughbook computers and Toughpad laptops are compliant with several
US Military Standard tests MIL-STD and have IP ratings:
MIL-STD-461F - US Military Standard to test electromagnetic compatibility.
MIL-STD-810G - US Military Standard to test vibration, high and low temperature,
dust and sand and water
IP 65: Ingress protection class 65 from infiltration of dust and water.
TOUGHPAD FZ-G1
10'' Toughpad in ground operations &
handling and for MRO application.
Also perfectly suitable for usage in
train driver's cabin as an Electronic
Railbag solution

TOUGHBOOK FZ-M1
FZ-M1, pocket size, fanless, fully
rugged Windows 8.1 Pro tablet with 7''
outdoor display for ticketing
applications in the train

We are keen on providing more certifications upon request.

WHAT TOUGHBOOK AND TOUGHPAD CUSTOMERS IN RAILWAY OPERATIONS
SAY ABOUT US:
Belgian Rail NMBS:
"The H2 Field scored highest in the award criteria. We were impressed by the
quality. The excellent readability and the battery autonomy, plus the robustness
and security were essential factors." Wim Vermeulen, project representative at
NMBS Technics.
Also, according to Wim Vermeulen "we wanted to free our drivers from the
documentation that they had to carry around with them every day, which can weigh
up to 15kg. It was also essential to reduce the mountain of paper from an
environmental point of view."
"My tablet simply receives the information that is relevant for my route. A digital
read receipt also lets the back office know immediately that I have received the
information properly." Joeri Schepers, Train Driver
Eric Merigault, Chef d'Equipe Caténaires, NMBS: "The H2 Field is resistant to
shocks, for use in extreme conditions, a tool that has a great future to us."
SNCF:
For Daniel Lévêque, Chef de Projet ARCAT, managing the catenary maintenance
team, there's no question. ''The only REAL choice was the Toughbook because it is
the only product to meet our specifications. It's a tool with a great future for us."
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